
Integrated Business Planning

Experts in Demand and Supply 
Planning Solutions

Netstock is a leader in inventory 
management and has earned the trust of 
over 2,200 global customers. Netstock 
empowers small-to-medium businesses to 
place orders quicker, reduce stock-outs, 
minimize excess inventory and optimize 
capacity planning. Delivering immediate 
ROI, Netstock provides customers with the 
visibility to free up working capital, adapt 
to market changes, and deliver 
outstanding customer service.

Netstock Predictor IA

Netstock Predictor IA seamlessly enhances the inventory capabilities within Sage 
ERP systems, generating prescriptive recommendations by unlocking and 
analyzing data. This empowers you to make informed decisions for optimized 
inventory supply and demand planning tailored to your business requirements. 
With Netstock, you gain the tools necessary to achieve optimal inventory 
management outcomes, including the ability to optimize stock levels, reduce 
excess inventory, and ensure timely order fulfillment.

With Sage and Netstock, you can: 

1. Reduce inventory levels between 10-25%: reducing working capital and        
 improving cash flow

2. Improve fill rate by 10%: minimizing stock-outs and increasing sales 
3. Reduce time: quicker planning, forecasting, and ordering 
4. Increase visibility: early warning of KPIS needing attention
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Single-view Dashboard: Gain visibility into inventory KPIs on a single dashboard, allowing you 
to focus on critical KPIs and align supply with demand effectively
Classification Matrix: Automatically categorize items based on sales volume and velocity, 
ensuring optimal inventory levels for each product 
Safety Stock: Determine the appropriate amount of safety stock for each item, considering 
supply and demand risks
Forecasting and Ordering: Automatically select the best demand forecasting models for 
each item, customer, region, unit, price, cost, or margin. Intelligent analytics engines 
continuously learn and enhance forecast accuracy over time
Opportunity Engine: An AI-driven digital assistant that analyzes historical data to deliver 
actionable insights and recommendations that will make the most significant short-term 
impact on your business
Executive Dasboard: Offer executive teams a comprehensive overview of inventory and 
ordering KPIs, as well as overall sales performance

Supplier Performance: designed for greater visibility of your suppliers, with the ability to 
download a projection of the orders you’re likely to place in the future 

+

Essentials 
Includes the standard functionality  

Netstock Predictor IA Product Packages
Netstock offers three packages for customers to select, depending on their needs: 

Essentials

+ Single-view 
Dashboard

+ Classification Matrix

+ Safety Stock

+ Forecasting and 
Ordering

+ Opportunity EngineTM

+ Executive Dashboard

+ Supplier 
Performance

+ Advanced Forecasting

+ Stock Projection

+ Extended Planning 
Horizon

+ Report Builder

Advanced
Essentials bundle 

plus...

Commercial
Advanced bundle 

plus...

+ Excess Redistribution

+ SSO

PLUS

+

+

+

+

+

+
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Advanced Forecasting: extend your forecasting and have more control to adjust and 
manipulate multiple inputs to improve forecast accuracy 
Stock Projection: predict inventory levels 12 months in advance based on data currently 
in Netstock
Extended Planning Horizon: forecast 24 months of inventory and plan for extended lead times
Report Builder: easily generate tailored .xlsx reports, delivering essential insights for your 
business's day-to-day operations 

Excess Redistribution: identity and redirect excess stock to required locations 
Single Sign-on: authenticate a user once; communicating authentication to 
multiple applications 

+

+
+

+
+

Advanced
Includes the Essential package, plus

Commercial 
Includes the Advanced package, plus

+
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Warehouse 1

Summary  dashboard

Inventory value Excess value Surplus ordersFill rate

6.5m 1.9m 328.8m90%

Sales value Lost sales Stock turnsInvestment

4.2m 250k 40%1.6m


